
Kalakaua who ascended to Commander in 1978-1879. Not having a Grand 

Commandery of Hawaii, I did not dream to become a Grand Commander. 

Yet, when I did, I decided to take the necessary steps of rebuilding our 

membership, closing the revolving door and firmly laying the foundation 

of the FUTURE of HAWAII’S YORK RITE, in particular, the Order of the 

Temple.   
 

To practice the aforesaid,  I first selected the best IT manager I knew, SK. 

Prof. Richard Chadwick and delegated to him the task to synchronize the 

records of every Member of our Constituent Commanderies with the 

Membership Management Solutions (“MMS”), which was developed and 

is  maintained by the Grand Encampment of Knights Templar for the 

entire fraternity, and gave him the authority by appointing him to 

Assistant Grand Recorder.  We undertook weekly meetings, progress 

notes, agreements as to the task that had to be done immediately, and 

deferred other tasks like the training and MMS certification of each 

Recorder. Due to my persistence and SK Richard’s patience, perseverance 

and passion, this task was completed. The outcome was truly a wake-up 

call and sufficient motivation for all York Rite Members to decide on being 

part of the opportunity and efforts in rebuilding our Membership by 

“raising their hands” to become leaders and have a stake in our 

Fraternity’s Future.   
 

Some already stepped forward and together we will be mining for 

Visionary Leaders, best Managers and Members from our membership, 

who  INSPIRE – INFLUENCE – INNOVATE and  INTEGRATE Programs and 

Membership Services to regain our once proud 700+ Knights Templar, 

and thereby become again a positive force in the Communities we serve.   
 

ONWARD CHRISTIAN  

SOLDIERS 

Yours in Chivalry, 
 
 

Gerhart W. Walch 
 

SK Gerhart W. Walch, KCT 

Grand Commander 
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Leaders must identify their “best managers”, then delegate to them specific 

tasks. The most important responsibility of a leader is to provide Oversight 

and Stewardship. Based on personal experience, I suggest a Performance 

Review Sheet, requiring monthly discussions with each manager, with 

progress notes about agreements reached, tasks successfully completed, 

acklowledged and celebrated.  That leads us to the most  important Goal I 

have set, which is to Retain, Restore and Recruit an enthusiastic, participating 

Membership.  
 

The three (3) R’s, Retention, Restoration and Recruiment are not new ideas, 

they are incorporated in every Membership Development Program that the 

Order of the Temple recommended, even back to the  days of our 54th Grand 

Master Kenneth Bernard Fisher 2003-2006.  We met in Hawaii and again at his 

Triennial where he shared with me the Grand Encampment’s Membership 

Development Plan. It was at that time when “I raised my hand” and decided 

one day to become the  Commander of the Honolulu Commandery No. 1,  

Knights Templar formed in 1871, following the footsteps of King David 
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Leaders create visions. They are focused on the 
long haul and are willing too try new things, even if 
they may fail miserably.  
 

Managers create goals and objectives. They are 
focused on structures and processes to make them 
better.  
 

Together they create success stories. “Visionary 
leadership combined with great management, 
achieves unimaginable results.” 

SK Rudy Alvarado, YORK RITE 

Membership Ambassador and 
Mentor, offering councel at breaks 

during the Grand Master’s Fall Class! 
 


